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การเปรียบเทียบแรงยึดติดระหว่างสารยึดติดทางการแพทย์ไซยาโนอะคริเลต
และวัสดุเรซินคอมโพสิตชนิดเหลว ในการยึดติดลวดกับฟันเพื่อเข้าเฝือกฟัน: 

การทดลองในห้องปฏิบัติการ
Comparison of bond strength of wire and tooth surface for tooth 

splinting between cyanoacrylate medical adhesive 
and flowable resin composite: an in vitro study
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บทคัดย่อ  การวจิยันีม้วีตัถปุระสงค์เพือ่ทดสอบแรงยดึตดิแบบเฉอืนของวสัดแุอลฟาไซยาโนอะครเิลตทีใ่ช้ในการยดึลวด

ติดกับฟัน โดยเปรียบเทียบกับแรงยึดติดแบบเฉือนของวัสดุเรซินคอมโพสิตชนิดเหลวที่ใช้ในการยึดลวดติดกับฟัน ทำา 

การศึกษาในชิ้นงานตัวอย่างจำานวน 60 ชิ้น แบ่งออกเป็น 2 กลุ่ม กลุ่มละ 30 ชิ้น แต่ละชิ้นงานประกอบไปด้วยฟัน 2 ซี่ 

เข้าเฝือกยึดฟันเข้าด้วยกันโดยใช้วัสดุต่างชนิดกัน กลุ่ม 1 ใช้วัสดุเรซินคอมโพสิตชนิดเหลวร่วมกับลวด กลุ่ม 2 ใช้วัสดุ

ไซยาโนอะคริเลตรว่มกบัลวด ชิน้งานตวัอยา่งทัง้หมดถูกนำาไปผา่นกระบวนการเปล่ียนแปลงอณุหภมูริอ้นเย็นเปน็จงัหวะ 

และนำาไปทดสอบเพือ่วดัคา่แรงยดึตดิแบบเฉอืนโดยเครือ่งทดสอบสากล ขอ้มลูทีไ่ดถ้กูวเิคราะห์ดว้ยวธิกีาร two sample 

t-test ผลการวิจัยพบว่าแรงยึดติดแบบเฉือนในกลุ่มแอลฟาไซยาโนอะคริเลตมีค่าเฉลี่ยเท่ากับ 15.1 นิวตัน กลุ่มเรซิน 

คอมโพสิตชนิดเหลวมีค่าเฉลี่ย 80.4 นิวตัน แรงยึดติดแบบเฉือนในกลุ่มแอลฟาไซยาโนอะคริเลตตำ่ากว่ากลุ่มวัสดุเรซิน

คอมโพสิตชนิดเหลวอยา่งมีนัยสำาคญัทางสถติ ิ(p <  0.05) สรปุไดว่้าวสัดแุอลฟาไซยาโนอะครเิลตมแีรงยดึติดท่ีใชใ้นการ

ว.  ศัลย์ช่องป�ก-แม็กซิลโลเฟเชียล ปีที่ 35 หน้� 26-31, พ.ศ.2564
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Introduction

Tooth splinting is a necessary treatment for trau-

matized teeth, such as cases of subluxation, luxation or 

avulsion.(1) In the case of dental avulsion, the avulsed 

tooth must be replanted as soon as possible. The best 

prognosis results from replantation within 1 hour after 

avulsion as well as the application of a flexible splint 

after replantation.(2) Therefore, tooth replantation and 

splinting are urgent forms of treatment. The material 

used for splinting should therefore be easy to use and 

available at any moment.

One commonly used material for tooth splint-

ing is resin composite and wire. At the Police General 

Hospital, flowable resin composite was used instead 

of conventional resin composite because of its ease 

ยึดติดลวดกับฟันตำ่ากว่าวัสดุเรซินคอมโพสิตชนิดเหลว

คำ�สำ�คัญ: การเฝือกฟัน แรงยึดติดแบบเฉือน ไซยาโนอะครีเลต เรซินคอมโพสิตชนิดเหลว

Abstract  The objective of the study was to evaluate the shear bond strength of alpha-cyanoacry-

late in bonding between stainless steel wire and teeth, compared to the shear bond strength of 

flowable resin composite in bonding between stainless steel wire and teeth. The samples consisted 

of 60 cases, which were divided into 2 groups. Each sample contained two teeth splinted together 

with different bonding materials. Group 1 used flowable resin composite and stainless steel wire 

splinting. Group 2 used alpha-cyanoacrylate medical adhesive and stainless steel wire splinting.  

Both groups underwent thermocycling before testing. The shear bond strength was tested and 

measured by universal testing machine. The data were analyzed using two sample t-test analysis. 

The mean shear bond strength was 15.1 N in the alpha-cyanoacrylate group and 80.4 N in the  

flowable resin composite group. The mean shear bond strength in the alpha-cyanoacrylate group 

was significantly lower than those of the flowable resin composite group (p < 0.05). For conclusion, 

the shear bond strength of alpha-cyanoacrylate in bonding between stainless steel wire and teeth 

is lower than those of the flowable resin composite.

Keywords: tooth splinting, shear bond strength, cyanoacrylate, flowable resin composite

of application. The flowable resin composite and wire 

splinting technique needs specific instruments and a 

dentist to perform the procedure, which may not be 

available at all times. This could cause delay in tooth 

replantation. Furthermore, after a period of splinting, 

removal of the resin composite material can cause 

enamel damage to various degrees depending on the 

removal techniques.(3)

Cyanoacrylate medical adhesives have been 

used in medical and dental treatments for more than 

30 years.(4,5) It has been reported as material used for 

splinting the replanted tooth.(6-10) This material is a 

biocompatible adhesive. There are a few case reports  

about its toxicity and some in vitro studies that re- 

vealed its toxicity to human cells.(11-14) It can be used  
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on any dry surface and it is self-cured within 5-60 sec-

onds.(15) It can be stored in the refrigerator for several 

months in a ‘ready to use’ package. To use it as a  

splinting material, place the stainless steel wire at the 

tooth surface and apply one to two drops of cyano-

acrylate to cover the wire and the tooth surface. Hold 

the wire in place for 60 seconds (depending on the 

manufacturer’s instructions) until the polymerization 

is completed.

The use of cyanoacrylate for tooth splinting is  

not widely practiced. There is no clinical study available 

and only one in vitro study about its bond strength.(16) 

Therefore, this study might be an initial step to apply 

cyanoacrylate medical adhesive for tooth splinting.

Materials and methods

Samples

The samples of this study were extracted per-

manent upper incisors. The teeth did not have dental 

caries and were stored in 0.9% saline solution. The to-

tal number of teeth was 120 teeth. One piece of each 

sample contained two incisor teeth mounted together. 

So, the total number of sample pieces was 60, which 

then were divided into 2 groups, each group contain- 

ing 30 sample pieces.

The sample size was obtained from the pilot  

test. The test contained 2 groups, where each group 

had 3 samples. The mean shear bond strength in group 

1 was 35.3 N and the standard deviation was 3.44. The 

mean shear bond strength in group 2 was 23.5 N and  

the standard deviation was 5.74. The data were ana-

lyzed with the STATA program version 15. Statistical 

analysis was performed using a 1-tailed test with α = 

0.05 and power = 80%. So, the researcher determined 

the number of samples to be 60, divided into 2 groups. 

Each group contained 30 samples.

Methods
The teeth were cut with a low speed cutting 

machine (IsoMet® 1000, Buehler, Germany) to remove  

the mesial and distal parts of the crown of the tooth, 

leaving the center portion of the crown which was 

3 mm wide. The purpose of cutting was to keep an 

equal distance between the teeth. The root of the 

tooth was put into a mold which was made of poly- 

vinylchloride pipe (1 inch in diameter and 1 inch in 

height) and loaded with plaster of Paris. The distance  

between the crowns of the teeth was 6 mm. The 

tooth surfaces were polished with pumice and then  

rinsed with water.

The stainless steel wire, gauge 22 in size, was  

attached to the labial surface of the tooth by two dif- 

ferent bonding materials. The procedures were as 

follows.

1. Flowable resin composite: the tooth surface 

was etched using 37.5% phosphoric acid for 15 sec- 

onds and then rinsed with water and blown with air. 

Bonding agent (Optibond S®, Kerr Corporation, U.S.A.) 

was applied to the tooth surface and blown with air  

until its solvent evaporated. The bonding agent was  

then cured with light via a light curing unit for 20 

seconds. The stainless steel wire was positioned and  

then flowable resin composite (Filtek®, 3M ESPE, USA.) 

was applied to the tooth surface to cover the wire.  

The flowable resin composite was cured with light via 

a light curing unit for 40 seconds (Fig. 1A).

2. Cyanoacrylate medical adhesive (Suncon  

Medical Adhesive®, Yongchen Science and Technology 

Trial Plant, China): the stainless steel wire was applied 

to the tooth surface, then 1 to 2 drops of cyanoacrylate 

adhesive were dropped upon it. The stainless steel 

wire was then held in place for 60 seconds until the 

polymerization was completed (Fig. 1B).

All the samples were then taken to the thermo-
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cycle procedure. They were dipped into 5-degrees 

Celsius water for 20 seconds, then left to rest at room 

temperature for 10 seconds before being dipped into 

55-degrees Celsius water for 20 seconds. These steps 

were repeated for 200 cycles.(17) Then the samples  

were taken for testing of the shear bond strength.

A universal testing machine (Shimadzu EZ-S®, 

Japan) was used to test the shear bond strength. The 

samples were mounted to the base of the machine.  

At the beginning of the experiment, the tip of the  

testing machine contacted with the stainless steel  

wire, then the tip moved at a constant rate which was 

0.5 mm per second (Fig. 2). The highest force before  

the stainless steel wire became dislodged from the  

tooth surface or bonding material was recorded. 

Data collection

The universal testing machine had its own pro- 

gram that recorded the value of the force and the  

duration of the experiment. The force was recorded 

in units of newtons (N). The highest force before the 

stainless steel wire became dislodged from the tooth 

surface or bonding material was recorded.

Data analysis

The data consisted of values from 2 groups.  

Statistical analysis was performed using two sample 

t-test. The difference at p <  0.05 was considered sta- 

tistically significant. The statistical analysis was per-

formed using the Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences (SPSS) statistics software (IBM, New York, USA).

Results

The mean shear bond strength in the flowable 

รูปที่ 1 A: การเข้าเฝอืกยดึฟนัดว้ยวสัดเุรซนิคอมโพสติชนดิเหลวและลวด และ B: การเขา้เฝอืกยดึฟนัดว้ยสารยดึตดิทางการแพทยไ์ซยาโนอะครเิลต

และลวด

Fig. 1 A: Flowable resin composite and wire splint and B: cyanoacrylate medical adhesive and wire splint.

A B

รูปที่ 2 การวัดค่าแรงยึดติดแบบเฉือนโดยใช้เครื่องทดสอบสากล 

Fig. 2 Testing the shear bond strength with a universal  

testing machine.
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damage to the surface of the tooth.

Splinting material must maintain its properties 

during the treatment period for traumatized teeth. 

During this period, the splinting materials must en-

counter multiple cycles of thermal change and some 

mechanical forces. No report has been found des- 

cribing the number of thermal cycles per unit of time 

in vivo but Brown et al. postulated that 10 cycles per 

day occurred.(18) Waltimo and Könönen. reported that  

the bite force on maxillary anterior teeth was 139-233 

N for single teeth and 339-491 N for multiple teeth.(19) 

According to our study, alpha-cyanoacrylate may not 

be suitable for use as a splinting material because of 

its low shear bond strength after the thermocycling 

procedure. Further study involving other types of  

cyanoacrylate medical adhesive, or clinical studies  

could be conducted.

In a previous study by Purayil et al.(16) it was  

reported that the bond strengths of cyanoacrylate  

and resin composite to the teeth in the bonding of 

orthodontic wire and teeth were not significantly  

different. However, the bond strength is significantly  

lower in the bonding of Ribbond® to the tooth. Their 

study was conducted without the thermocycling pro-

cedure which might therefore not accurately represent 

the use of these materials in the oral cavity environ-

ment. Our study was designed with the thermocycling 

procedure before testing the shear bond strength. The 

result of our study was that the shear bond strength of 

cyanoacrylate in terms of adhesion of wire and teeth 

was significantly lower than those of resin composite. 

Even though the shear bond strength of cyano- 

acrylate is rather low, its other properties such as its 

speed of use, self-curing ability, and ease of removal 

still make it an interesting choice for use as a splinting 

material. It could be used for temporary splinting in 

emergency conditions and then an appointment could 

resin composite group was 80.4 ± 13.2 N. The mean 

shear bond strength in the alpha-cyanoacrylate group 

was 15.1 ± 8.7 N (Fig. 3). The mean shear bond strength 

in the alpha-cyanoacrylate group was statistically signifi- 

cantly lower than those of the flowable resin com- 

posite group.

Discussion

Tooth splinting should be easy and should take 

minimal time to apply. It must be strong enough to 

hold the tooth in place for 2-4 weeks and be easy to  

remove without damaging the dental tissue.(6) Current- 

ly, many of the splinting techniques have adequate 

bond strength but application of these materials  

is time-consuming and their removal damages the  

surface of the tooth. In contrast, cyanoacrylate  

requires fewer steps and instruments which is going 

to reduce the time of treatment. This will eventually 

improve the prognosis of the avulsed tooth. Besides, 

cyanoacrylate will detach from the bonded surface  

over time, so removal of this material causes less  

รูปที่ 3 คา่แรงยดึตดิแบบเฉอืนเปรยีบเทยีบระหวา่งกลุม่ทีเ่ขา้เฝอืกยดึ

ฟันด้วยวัสดุเรซินคอมโพสิตชนิดเหลวและสารยึดติดทางการ

แพทย์ไซยาโนอะคริเลต

Fig. 3 Shear bond strength of flowable resin composite  

and cyanoacrylate groups.
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